
TREK – A walk among eagles, flowers and natural "freezers"

With this wild excursion we will start from Cima della Paganella along the “Path of 
the Eagles” in its entirety, up to the homonymous throne, and then continue with a 
long traverse to the Bus del Giaz (ice hole) and the Grotta del Gigante. Not to 
be forgotten are the old Cesare Battisti Refuge which was reached by the 
daring Paganella cable car and the steep Canalon Battisti, from which you can 
steal wonderful shots.
Lunch is recommended to have it packed, to be able to stop without constrain-
ts, otherwise we will have as support the exquisite Malga Fai.

Meeting point: Telecabina Paganella 2001
Timetable: 9.30 – 16.00
Difference in altitude: 150m
Km: 10km
Level: 3/5
Recommended to: all
Extra costs: ascent with lifts, eventual lunch in the malga
Notes: the tour involves a short (approximately 30 minutes) initial exposed 
stretch which can cause dizziness. Attention should be paid in the presence of 
joint problems, given the steep descent (about 750m)

MTB – Enduro experience, MTB School

Educational excursion to learn the secrets of MTB descent to enjoy the 
mountain trails with greater serenity. The excursion will serve as a "test level" in 
case of uncertainties for subsequent MTB activities.

Meeting point: Telecabina Paganella 2001 (with MTB and protections 
already rented)
Timetable: 14.30 – 17.30
Level: 3/5
Reccomended to: those who want to improve their MTB descent technique 
(>12 yo)
Extra costs: nolo bike, bike pass
Notes: although simple, the activity requires good balance and courage. 
Remember the obligation to wear a helmet - better if full-face, and knee pads. 
Also recommended are a back protector, a backpack with water and elbow 
pads.

SUMMER PROGRAMME 2022
13/06 - 11/09

Trek – Between relaxation and history, a sensory walk to 
discover Fai della Paganella
Today we will relax walking among the large beech trees of the Fai della 
Paganella Breath Park, stimulating relaxation and the 5 senses, proceeding 
alongside a wonderful and characteristic stream to end up at the lookout 
enjoying the beautiful Adige valley and why not, concluding with a bit of 
history among the archaeological excavations.

Meeting point: PalaFai – Via Al Belvedere 16, 38010 Fai della Paganella
Timetable: 9.00 – 12.00
Difference in altitude: 150m
Km: 10km
Level: 1+/5
Recommended to: all, according to the level of training (> 7 yo)
Notes: walk suitable for carrier backpacks (based on the ability of the 
parent), no strollers. At the discretion of the participants, a backpack with 
water and some snacks can be comfortable.

eMTB – The great ridge of Monte Gazza

Breathtaking eMTB tour that will take us in a short time to discover the best 
landscapes of the Paganella Plateau, between the Brenta Dolomites, the Valle 
dei Laghi, and the Nembia - WWF Oasis and Molveno lakes.

Meeting point: Telecabina Paganella 2001 (with MTB and protections already 
rented)
Timetable: 10.00 – 15.00
Difference in altitude: 600m
Km: 45km
Level: 3+/5
Recommended to: intermediate level biker (>14 yo)
Extra costs: ebike rental, lift with lifts (bike pass not necessary)
Notes: the tour, not too technical, however, requires a safe MTB ride both on 
asphalt and on forest roads with sometimes accentuated descents. The use of a 
protective helmet is mandatory, while the knee pads, a backpack with some 
snacks and packed lunches are useful.

Nordic Walking Experience, walking technique
Why walk with your legs only, when you can also use your arms and all the 
back muscles? Let's go together to learn this walking technique, discovering its 
benefits, with a regenerating walk in the woods of Andalo.

Meeting point: Ufficio Kristal Andalo, Piazza Centrale 2/A
Timetable: 15.00 – 17.00
Level: 1/5
Recommended to: all
Extra costs: NW poles rental
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Reservations must be made by (and no later than) 5.30 p.m. on the previous day - after which it will no longer be possible 
to accept reservations  (except for hikes that have already been planned and/or still have places available)

Recommended: hiking boots, long trousers, rain jacket, hat, sun cream, sunglasses 
and long-sleeved shirt (also light)

Necessary: snacks and water according to your habits and the duration of the hike

For MTB excursions: be ready at the appointment already equipped, as per the programme. 
Waiting times at ticket offices and rentals are often long. 

Reminder: helmet and knee pads mandatory

MTB – Did someone say Bear Trail?

Enduro tour that requires no introduction: we are talking about the most 
adrenaline-pumping MTB Trail in the entire Bike Area.

Meeting point: Telecabina Paganella 2001 (with MTB and protections 
already rented)
Timetable: 9.00 – 17.00
Difference in altitude: max 300m (ma variabile in base al percorso)
Level: 5/5
Recommended to: intermediate/ good riders, able to handle the bike both 
while in the saddle and in portage on very variable terrain (> 15 yo)
Extra costs: bike rental, bike pass, lunch
Notes: the tour will not be riden in its entirety: the part of Monte Corno will be 
skipped; the remaining trails will be evaluated at the moment based on the 
general level of the group and the conditions of the terrain/weather. Possibility 
of lunch in the refuge or packed.

Basic rules for activities

Saturday & Sunday

Alessandro Obrelli

Nordic walking instructor
Mid-mountain guide

MTB companion
Ski instructor Cell. 1 348 0500061

Cell. 2 340 4608151

info@outdoorsoul.it
www.outdoorsoul.it

Contact me

Friday

Where would you like to go?

Your holiday is coming to an end, is there any destination you'd like to go to?
Give me a call or write to me without obligation so that I can organise your day 
in the best possible way!

MTB guide prices: €35,00/hour
Trekking prices: from €120,00 half day to €200,00 full day


